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LOOMIS LEADING MA'N IN fraternities Hold Annual
TRINITY BASKETBALL
Rev. R. J. Cunningham
DENIES COLLEGES
"PLAYING POOR"
Addresses Chapel Service JESTERS' PRODUCTION
Initiation Ceremonies SEASON GETS UNDER WAY
Trinity President in Annual
Discusses Criterion on Which to Rehearsals for the first Jesters' Banquets Given by Three Local
play of the season, "The Private
Chapters
Base Life
Report Says Such Action Would
Secretary," have been going on reguBe Dishonest and Foolish
larly for the past two weeks, and
Three of the national fraternities

Lack of Seasoned Material
Conspicuous as Large Squad
Turns Out

Reverend Raymond J. Cunningham, from all appearances the final result held their annual initiations and ban-

SAYS PROSPECTIVE
'07, of Trinity Protestant Episcopal should be a very satisfactory perform- quets Saturday night with many 'VARSITY TO PLAY ALUMNI
Church of Hartford, spoke at the ance. The date for the presentation alumni present.
The Alpha Chi
DONORS NOT MOVED
SATURDAY NIGHT
BY POOR PLEA weekly chapel service last Wednesday, of the play has been advanced to Mon- chapter of Delta Kappa Epsilon banDecember 5. Mr. Cunningham began day evening, December 17, and the quet was held at the chapter house on
New Men Show Promise in Early
his speech by calling attention to the place will be the same as usual-the Vernon Street and nine new members
Pays Tribute to New England fact that during the Church year, em- Hartford Club.
Practice Games
"'Pre added to the rolls of the fra Small Colleges for Maintaining phasis is put on the ways in which to
ternity. The initiates were Homer C.
Cultural Ideals
view Christ. In observing this perM. Cudmore, New York City; W.
Coach Ray Oosting has had his
fect life, the question naturally arises,
''h Christ's way the best?" It is not
necessary to take into consideration
divinity, but solely the historical
Christ who advocated a way of living,
taking His words, "I came not to be
ministered unto, but to minister, at~d
to give My life a ransom for many",
as the criterion-altruism or looking
out for someone else. At the present day the only law of life seem ~
'lo be that of self-preservation and
of the individual.

After announcing that for the fifth
successive year Trinity College has
closed its fiscal period with a small
balance of income over expenditures,
President R. B. Ogilby, in his annual
report to the trustees of the college,
today, commented on a recent magazine article, "Are the Colleges Playing Poor?" that has aroused considerable interest.
In reply to the author of this arMr. Cunningham went on to say
ticle, who accused the colleg!es of that it is quite true that there are
times when all look out for themselves
"playing poor," in order to stimulate and this is usually thought of as the
wealthy people to make gifts and be- first eight years of a 'man's life.
quests in their favor, Dr. Ogilby says: Then from that time until his twen"A college that deliberately main- tieth birthday, there is a mixture of
tains fictitious deficits as a means of altruism and selfishness. Before a
man's twenty-fifth birthday, either
appeal for funds is not only dishonest,
one or the other of these methods has
as the writer of the article implies, becomtl dominant-getting from or
but foolish as well * * *. I do not giving to life. The attitude of Christ
It ir;
«..H~...-c t..luit : :n:nspeeti"e donors ~re iR the beRt so far expounded.
moved by wails about deficits * ' ' * self-preservation alone that forces
successful business men like to see nations to talk of greater navies and
more advance in military science.
evidence that their gifts are no: only This principle develops a deep disfilling real needs, but are being trust of others and keeps life in comministered with some degree of busi- partments.
n~ss skill."
Mr. Cunningham declared in closing
In support of a stateiYtcut that suc- that all must choose either one of
cessful administration of a college these two attitudes-either seek first
the good of others as true stewards
depends not so much on the size of
or seek the good of self alone .
endowment as on the skill with which
funds are handled, Dr. Ogilby cited
Trinity's balanced budget and revealed that every security held by
the college is paying interest, t1e
average income from all investments
being 5.18 per cent.
The first meeting of the Political
Gifts and bequests received by
Science Club was held at the Alpha
Trinity during the last academic year Chi Rho house on Friday evening,
included 500,000 from William G. November 23. The speakers of the
1-lather of Cleveland for a new chapel, evening were Professor J. S. Leonard
'50,000 from the late Frank C. Sum- of the Economics Depar'tment and
ner of Hartford, and $10,000 from W. Professor A. R. Bangs of the German
H. Russell of Los Angeles for the es- Department.
tablishment of a fellowship.
The economic development of cities
Passing to a consideration of i-l1E.: in general, and of our modern cities
position and problems of thP. small in particular, was touched upon by
college today, Dr. Ogilby declared
Professo.r Leonard in his address, He
that their chief purpose is not to chose Hartford and its vicinity as an'
prepare young men for an occupation
example to illustrate his points, and'
in life, but is to "conserve right
he made suggestions for possible imvalues," and to "perpetuate spiritual
provements, especially stressing the
truth." The college, he said, "is not
need of additional thoroughfares to
merely a machine for making more
successful the privileged youth of a relieve the traffic congestion.
Professor Bangs, who has recently
materialistic civilization."
returned
from Europe, where he spent
So widespread is the conception of
education as preparation for econ omic considerable time studying the economic conditions of mode1·n Ger-many,
life, however, that "it is exceedingly
. th e sub'Ject of h'lS ta lk .
d th JS
difficult to withstand the pressure to rna e
Those
present
were highly appreciamake our colleges vocational institutions," Dr. Ogilby 1 continued, "but tive of the manner in which he
against this misconception, the small handled this interesting topic.
The election of officers of the
liberal arts colleges of New England
Political
Science Club for this year
bave long made a definite stand. With
the independence • of private manage- resulted in James V. White, '29, being
ment and the prestige of age, they chosen as president, with J. Ronald
offer to youth an indefinable thing Regnier, '30, as secretary. White and
called culture, which resists appraisal Regnier are members of the Phi Psi
in material terms. Though they con· Chapter of Alpha Chi Rho.
Meetings of the Political Science
descend so far as to arrange a course
of study which has a definite relntion Club will be held every two weeks
to coming professional studies, they throughout the year, for which a pro· t
t'
k
·
endeavor the more eagerly to insist gram of very m eres mg spea ers 1s
·
d . It JS
· h ope d th a t a 11
b
emg
arrange
that the professional man should have
the background of a rich and var .ed students in the Economics and Hiscultural education."
(CC!ntinu~d on page 3.)

White and Regnier Head
Political Science Club

Justus Eddy, Wilmington, Del.; Carter
A. Kuehn, Sioux Falls, S. D.; Marcus
L. Garrison, Willimantic; John A.
M~ · cVeagh, West Hartford; Halsey H.
1'vss, Willimantic; T. John McKee,
Jr., Gilbertsville, N. Y.; C. Weaver
Squier, Seymour; and James C. Warwick, Jr., Beechurst, L. I. All of the
initiates are Freshmen with the exception of Squier who is a Sophomore.
Bern Budd, Trinity, '08, was toaR1.master for the evening and addresses
were given · by the Reverend Karl
Reiland, rector of St. George's
Church, New York City; James Anderson Hawes, national secretary of
the Delta Kappa Epsilon fraternity;
Henry J. Uhlig, president of the Trinitv chapter; T. John McKee, one of
the initiates, who gave the response;
Judge Frank H . Foss, Willimantic;
William Wherry, T.renton, N. J.; John
Hildreth of the Wesleyan chapter of
D. K. E.; Reuben Warren of Hartford; and Norman Blanchard of the
ch• mistry department at Trinity.
Among the alumni present were
Bern Budd, Ogdon Budd, Thomas
Budd, Dr. Victor Pedersen, Edgar J.
Dibble and Elliott Ward, all of New
York City; Henry B.rockway, New
Haven; De Forrest Lockwood, and
Charles Howard of Middletown; Ber.tram Bailey, Bridgeport; Robert
"Woodhouse, Wethersfield;
Horace
Olmstead, East Hartford; William
Burwell, West Hartford; Henry
Wessels, New Britain; Lawrence McClure, West Hartford; and the following Hartford alumni: Harvey
Pond, George Capen> Roger Ladd,
Nicholas Monacchio, Howard Hill,
Frank Jones and Harold I. Janes.
(Continued on page 3.)
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HAYWOOD LOOMIS

There has bee~ only one change
in the cast as it was announced in
the last issue of "The Tripod": McVeaugh will be unable to play his
part, and so Guckenbuhler is replacing him in the role of Mrs. Steadman,
the landlady. Guckenbuhler in his
first tryout last Tuesday evening·
proved to be admimbly fitted for the
part. The other roles are being very
capably filled by the regular players
as announced last week, and the
coaches, Miss Brunsen and Mr. Larcum, are quite pleased with the progress of the play as a whole. Up until
last Thursday evening, the first and
second acts only were rehearsed, as
these are the most important as well
as the most difficult; Thursday evening the first and third acts wer e
gone through. A very pleasant evening is promised those who attend the
play next Monday evening. The price
A. T. K. INITIATION
of admission will be $2 for the general
CEREMONIES
public and $1 for students of Trinity
College. Don't forget there is daneThe initiation ceremonies of the
ing afterwards.
local chapter of Alpha Tau Kappa
were held Saturday evening. The
initiates were Anthony J. Forastiere
·
of Hartford, Wilfred J. Shean of New
Britain, and Edward U. Sayers
of
Hartford. The Alumni present were
R. Healey, West Hartford; G. R. PerDr. H. G. Swan of the Faculty kins of Windsor; and R. C. Stratton,
spoke at the college body meeting of W. F. Murphy, N. B. Lacy and T.
December 3 in an endeavor to clarify F. Daly, all of Hartford. The banthe policy of the college and athletic quet will be held Saturday, Dec. 22.
association as regards medical attention and assumption of responsibility ; • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • :
for expense.
In the course of his
COMING EVENTS.
•
explanation, he emphasized the fact •
.
•
that if a student were to call in a : Tuesday, December 11:
:
"The Tripod" Out.
town doctor in his (Dr. Swan's) •
•
absence, the college would assume the • Wednesday, December 12:
•
expense of the doctor's first visit only.
Fraternity Night.
•
It is understood, however, that a stu- • Saturday, December 15:
•
dent puts himself to no expense in •
Basketball
Game -Trinity •
summoning D.r. Swan when he is on •
Alumni vs. Trinity 'Varsity. •
the campus.
• Monday, December 17:
•
If a student is injured while parJesters'
Performance
at •
ticipating in an athletic contest, the •
Hartford Club.
Athletic Association generally bears • Tuesday, December 18 :
:
the expenses incurred, but is not actu"The Tripod" Out.
•
ally obl1'ged to do so
•
·
• Wednesday, December 19:
The colle ge h as acqmre
· d through an •
••
Fraternity Night.
endowment, the use of a bed at the •
•
Hartford Hospital, and the use of this • Thursday, December 20:
•
Christmas Recess Begins at ••
bed by students is subject to the dis- •
cretion of the college authorities.
12 noon.
•
(Continued on page 3.)
••••••••••••••• ••••••••

Dr. Swan Delivers Address at
College Body Meeting

basketball squad out for practice
every day since the Thanksgiving
recess, and although there is a lot of
"green" material, the squad as a
whole seems to be coming along quite
well. This season is one of the worst
ever seen at Trinity for want of
material. There are no lettermen
from last year and only a few members of the squad were able to get in
some of the games last year, so that
the outlook for a successful season
is somewhat blackened. Last year at
this time, Oosting had five lettermen
to start with, "Dud" Burr, "Nick"
Mastronarde,
"Ernie"
Hallstrom,
"Rudy" Taute, and "Bub" Whitaker,
and all these players did most of the
work. Three of the players g.raduated and Taute and Hallstrom, who
was captain-elect, did not return to
school this fall .
Coach Oosting started off his initial
practice session with a little talk on
training rules, and made it quite
clear that he didn't want anyone to
remain on the squad if he couldn't
f ollow a few simple .rules. He placed
a taboo on late hoursJ cigarettes, overeating and overindulging in things
stronger than acqua simplex. Oosting
then read from the new rules for the
coming season in an effort to make
some of the regulations a little clearer
and then started drilling the team on
fundamentals in dribbling and passing.
Members of last year's second t eam
who have a little experience and who
have 1·eported this year are "Dutch"
Deschamps, a g ood defensive player;
"Bill" Nye, who played at the pivot
position; "Dave" Slossberg and "Joe"
Fleming, ~orwards, and "Jule" Glynn,
guard.
"Red" Loomis,
"Adam"
Knurek and "Si" Newberry are the
r epresentatives of last year's junior
'varsity team.
Several of the new men have given
sig ns of developing but they will not
be eligible until they have passed their
mid-year exams in good standing.
George Andrus, a former prep school
player, has shown good form, and his
height will be a great factor. But, as
in the case of every other member of
the squad, his work must improve
quite a great deal. There are about
twenty-five other aspirants on the
squad and inasmuch as practice has
been going on only a week, it is hard
to get a line on their respective abilities. Oosting does not plan a cut in
his squad until he has given every
man a good chance to prove his worth.
Scrimmage games with local teams
have been played and Coach Oosting
plans to have one or two a week until
the season gets well under way. This
system proved highly effectual last
year and some of the opposing teams
h ave b een p 1aymg
·
·
smce
a f ew wee k s
· h some pretty stl'ff
so t h at t h ey f urms
opposition.
(Continuen on page 3.) ·
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are rules to be learned, syntax to be be more possible to create an interunderstood and vocabularies to be in- lectual virility in . students which
creased. All these, when once the under the present system is only
student has them under his power, re- occasionally seen, as students are
main with him. As for unannounced more generally concerned with the
TRINITY COLLEGE.
quizzes, we first beg to doubt the receiving of high or passing grades
Hartford, Conn.
truth in this and, secondly, repeat rather than an adequate mastery over
Member. Eastern Intercollegiate Newspaper
that something learned in an elemen- the studied subject.
Association.
tary course will remain. Whether
In the first place, marks are an
Published twenty-six times during the year.
the examination be on syntax or extremely artificial appraisement of
translation, if the student has spent the student's knowledge of the subSubscribers are urged to report promptly any
oerious irregularity in the receipt of THE the required time, he will not be ject. Take for exa":J.ple the Columbia
TRIPOD. All complaints and business com- overcome by the injustice of his pro- University System , which mechanimunications should be addressed to THE
TRIPOD, Trinity College. Hartford, Conn.
fessor. It seems true, however, that cally prescribes that there shall be
The columns of THE TRIPOD are at all
times open to alumni, undergraduates, and since each professor is at liberty to as many F's in a class as A's; that
others for the free discussion of matters of mark according to his standards there there shall be 20 per cent. B's; and
Interest to Trinity men. No anonymous communications will be considered, though if the may be some difference in marks, and that the average of the class should
correspondent so desires. his name will not be
published. THE TRIPOD assumes no respon- here is the place when a group of men normally be not less than C. Such a
sibility for sentiments expressed by corres- could have approached the professor syf-tem is not only illogical but a very
pond~nts.
and suggested a change.
poor method of judging a person's
The professor will see other phases intellectual ability, for individual
of the subject. He thinks that college mobility is such that no possible class
Editor
men should be intelligent and though of students could conform exactly to
Albert Victor DeBonis, 1929
he has often been convinced of the it. Even where more freedom is
Literary Editor
futility of this thought, he holds on allowed the instructor in grading his
Karl Klinig, 1929
for "dear life." Many a professor pupils, the same kind of artificiality
Associate Editors
does not consider the work of the exists. X may expend the same
Marcel Lucien Doublier, 1980
William Bradford Gardner, 1980
student, and often fails to realize that amount of effort in each one of his
John Kazarian, 1930
a man has other courses for which five subjects and he may comprehend
Kenneth Allen Linn, 1930
to prepare. This applies, as we have each subject in the same degree. But
Harvey Dann, 1931
said, to many. Then too, the profes- the marks he gets are usually differGregory Jerome Wyckoff, 1931
sor bases his marks not on one quiz ent in each, for some of his instrucBusiness Manager
but on the work of the entire quarter. tors may be "hard" markers and
Lyman Bushnell Brainerd, Jr., 1929
One drop o.f water does not make others "easy" mar ers .
.Assistant Business Manacer
the ocean.
Not only is the marking system
H. Rees Mitchell, 1981
Finally, a man who has a profound artificial but there have existed
Circulation Manager
Francis James Ryan, 1930
knowledge of his subject--one who under it students who have unjustly
is so far above the foundations of a profited thereby. Roughly we might
Assistant Circulation Manaa-er
Joseph Delphia Gauthier. 1930
language-one who is not happy when Ci!ll such students "professional"
he sits with a group of students who mark-getters; for uppermost in their
Circulating Board
John Baldwin Meeker. 1931
are only beginning to learn the sub- minds is the consideration: How to
ject, should not be asked to teach first get high marks? It is only fair to
or second year courses. This, by the say that this type of student is not
Entered at the Post Office, Hartford, Conn., way, is one disadvantage of the small confined to the class intellectually low
at second-class matter ..
college-sparsity of
advanced stu- (as appraised not by marks but inAcceptance for mailing at special rate . of
postage provided for in paragraph 4, section dents. Give the work of drilling the t!·insically), but can be found among
412. Act of October 28, 1925, authorized syntax, of constructing sentences to ' those intellectually high, who sacrifice
October 14, 1926.
one who revels in pedantry-and such t'Je full development of their abilitie~
Sub;;cription Price. $2.50 per Year.
a one's place is also important--but One uses what little intelligence he
Advertising Rates furnished on application.
why tie the former down to teaching has in learning the trick of getting
a group whose only interest in the high marks; the other, though possescourse is that they need it for a de- sing a higher degree of intelligence,
gree! Let him teach
advanced sees its sole fun~tion in the same
' <..out·ses where, although i.here may ile light. It is not ntcessary to tiiscuss
no knowledge or perhaps better-in- the trick of getting marks, such as
telligence, there is at least some in- cribbing, ingratiating one's self with
terest other than interest in the de- the instructor, etc. It is necessary to
gree.
-K. K. emphasize that there _is at present no
THRV THt
TQAIVIT
definite relationship between grades
and knowledge of the subject. And
~~=====3·wE·======~·
at this point it might be said that
WHAT PRICE MARKS?
IN REFERENCE.
though there have been many Phi
Beta Kappa men who merited the
The
Thanksgiving
marks
have
been
Revolutions are sometimes nipped
honor of membership, not infrereceived,
and
students
are
busy
askin the bud; often, however, they come
ing each other about their grades. quently it has happened that "proto a head and burst. Later, when the i>!ore than one student is certain that fessional" ·mark-getters have been
strife is over, the dead heaped up, he should have received a higher so honored. On the other hand, a few
the ruins strewn about, comes a mn.rk, saying that X knew half as intelligent and deserving students
realization that something else might mHch as he did and he cannot see without the tact of getting high
have been done-another move not bow X could ever have received a marks have often been denied that
quite so unpremeditated, one more higher mark than he. The disgruntled honor.
Only a few defects in this marking
thoughtfully considered which would student is not the only one to make a
system
have been pointed out and this
have brought about similar or better hue and cry over his marks. Some
results without losses to either con- students have unexpectedly risen from done with little concentration. Every
testant. We hear much and speak the ranks; perhaps they have "made" thinking student and instructor is
oftener of arbitration, but when a the unlimited, and this will be the aware of the many deficiencies and
serious matter comes up, we plunge subject of their conversation with the whether a radical remedy is to be
headlong forgetting or wanting to men lower down. Another type of sought or the system entirely abolforget everything we have learned student, so small numerically that we ished might well be given some conabout arbitration. We are speaking can ignore him, will not bother to sideration.

~be~ripob

lr
~

here of a situation apparently approved by the entire student body
many of whom should not have been
consulted because they are unacquainted with the affair. In order
that this may not be misconstrued as
a means of desiring favor or enmity,
we merely say that our position as
regards the particular course in question is entirely unbiased. What follows will, we hope, prove this.
From the students we have it that
too much time is required to do the
prescribed work, that quizzes are
given unannounced, and that marks
are based on too low a standard. Let
us consider these items. Experience
with the language (and we have had
quite as much as anyone here), has
taught us time must be spent-plenty of it--in the preparation, but
that if we have fulfilled our contract
faithfully results will certainly follow. Some courses are naturally devoid of work, but there are some
which make up for the deficiency, and
we will grant that there are but
twenty-four hours in one day. Men
in the science groups have heavy
laboratory burdens and are hard
pressed for time. But to return, in
an elementary language course there

quiz others about their marks nor will
he boast of his marks, or if it be the
case, complain of the injustice, done
him. Such are the general student
proceedings whenever marks are
issued. Whether these proceedings
are puerile and only worthy of children in primary educational institutions is not of interest to us. We are
chiefly interested in the value of
marks and our present marking sys-

'
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LITERARY COLUMN

I. A SALE OF
...

Interest in this section of "The Tripod" has increased remarkably in the
last weeks. Perhaps the Thanksgiving recess gave some of us a chance
to work off latent inspiration.
We submit first for your approval
this vivid picture of the Yale Bowl
when its contents are filled with enthusiastic followers of football.
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MEN'S
OVERCOATS
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=

I

'~, $::,:~~,~~ ~~.~:~~, I

trade, particularly to men "''
who are looking for style,
THE BIG GAME.
C fabric and workmanship at
As we took our seats, the Bowl did
within the <each :'
not seem enormous, though we could
understand that it had to be to hold
seventy-five thousand people. Like :: Double and Single Breasted
so many things, it could probably be '
Models.
:
made much more impressive at second hand than it is as an actual experience. This surprising unimpressiveness is due to the efficiency of its
construction. It receives and dis:
charges its city-full without congestion. Shortly before the beginning 0)~()~()~()~10
of the game there seemed to be a
haze hanging spottily over the benches

I

~~,~~lp<im

.'on.!.,.~~:!~~'"· I
: Brown, Thomson '

.

G. f. Warfi"eld & C'o

which on examination turned out to
be the blue-grey of the benches themselves. It was only by close obserBooksellers and
vation too that I saw the streams of
Stationers
people pouring in from the portals.
Yet five minutes later the Bowl was 77-79 Asylum Street, Hartford, Conn.
full to the very brim where innumerable little heads stuck up against the
sky like the top of a picket-fence.
Moreover, in spite of the strucDIGNAM & WALSH, Proprietors
ture's tremendous seating capacity, it POSTERS, PLACARDSwas possible to see and hear well
BIG TYPE PRINTERS
from any part of it. I know, because
we were sitting as far away from the ~I so CALHOUN PRESS- Quality Job.Printen
356 Asylum Street, Hartford.
field as anyone could be in a neutral
position behind the southern goalposts, and yet the signals of the SEE OUR DISPLAY AT THE
UNION EVERY FRIDAY.
quarterbacks and the obligatos from
the band both reached us at times.
Even above the roar of the cheering
we could hear the ratchety sound of failors, Clothiers, Haberdashers
a wooden noise-maker and see the hand \liddletown:
Hartford Office:
that was twirling it a few thousand ·WI) 1\rain Sb·eet
Bond Hot,.1
people away. During the game a
little squir::.-el ran out ontc the field , ~~*~~~~.
and darted from one side to the other, ~·
·
stopping and starting and stopping ,
again as if puzzled in the midst of so
~
r
r
many strange and cla~orous animals. :
From. where we sat It was only a :
shifting, shadowy spot, but the sur- •
prising thing was that we could see
it at all. Finally someone gave chase •
oU~g~
and, after being thrown several times •
"-'
'-'
by his unsuccessful lunges, caught it
and put it in some sort of a container •
he was carrying. This squirrel was •
far and away the feature of the game. •
Henry Wadsworth LongThe second-best attraction was the • fellow wrote in his Junior
leader of the Harvard band.
He • year at College:
twirled his heavy baton superbly, •
flicking it round and round and .from •
hand to hand while his hips swayed •
"Whatever I study, I
extravagantly in balancing it.
As
he led the band under the goal-posts • ought to be engaged in
between the halves, he tossed the stick
over the cross-bar and catching it • with all my ,soul, for I
again on the other side continued his : will be eminent in sometwirling without a pause while the •
crowd applauded.
: thing.
I most eagerly
Only when the sun came out late in :
the afternoon did I begin to feel the
aspire after future emivastness o.f the watching crowd.
It
"Many times the reading of a book shone on the eastern bank of the Bowl • nence in Literature ...
has made the fortune of a man-has where the Harvard rooters sat and •
decided his way of life."
lighted up each separate face.
All
-Ralph Waldo Emerson.
(Continued from page 3.)
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PRINTING
OF THE BETTER CLASS
AT CONSIDERATE COSTS

We cannot deny that marks are in
a way advantageous. There must, of
course, be some standard according to
which the instructor may base the
standing of his students, and most
generally in educational institutions
marks have been chosen as this standard. But is this standard the best
one? Is it a just standard? The
defects of the marking system are so
gross that one cannot help thinking
that the above questions must be
answered in the negative. If the evident flaws of our present marking
system cannot be remedied and no

•
-·-·-·--·-····-····-····-····-··········-····-..... 19 2 8. •
•
: To THE TRIPOD,
•
Trinity College, Hartford, Conn.;
•

new system can be found more just
and efficacious, it is advisable then
that no system of marking be applied
to colleges and other higher educa-

: Class of.....·-··-·····-····-········· Signed..........·-····-····-··········-··········-···-····-····-····-·-··-- :
•
•
•
SUBSCRIPTION $2.50.
•
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HARTFORD NATIONAL
BANK AND TRUST CO.
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Jefferson Pharmacy
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Cleaning and Pressing
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H. BORNSTEIN, Proprietor.

"Say It With Flowers"
WIRE SERVICE TO ANY
PART OF THE WORLD.
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HOTEL BOND.
Telephone 6-9u7 4.

HENRY ANTZ

BARBER SHOP
10 CHAIRS.

B. FITCHNER

G. CODRARO

Proprietors

27 Pearl St., Hartford, Conn.
Branch Shop:

2Grove St., Old Times' Bldg.

HUBERT'S DRUG STORE
213 ZION STREET

'Right over the Hill from the College"

It Carry a Complete Line of Drugs,
llandries, Stationery, Candy, Soda, etc:.

We Invite Your Patronage.

PLIMPTON'S
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2rs were Albert H. Wilson, past regent of the Beta Iota chapter, who
spoke on the "Progress of Sigma
Dudley H. Burr, son of Dr. and Mrs. Nu"; and Vernon M. Williams, genJames G. Burr of Baltic, well known 2ral secretary of tbe Sigma Nu irathrough his athletic record at Trinity ternity.
College where he is now a graduate
The members of Sigma Nu are
student in the department of philoso- Thomas Convey, Tariffville; Everett
phy, has received a local preacher's S. Gledhill, West Hartford; Francis
license from the New England South- Murray, Hartford; George M. Slater,
ern Conference of the Methodist New York City;
John Backstrom,
Episcopal Church.
Hartford; Victor Ouellette, Pittsfield,
The special license was bestowed Mass., all members of the Freshmen
September 28 at the Baltic Quarterly class; and James F. Kelly, '29, HartConference of the New England ford.
Southern Annual Conference held at
Alpha Chi Rho.
The initiation banquet at the Phi
Baltic. It enables Mr. Burr "to
preach the gospel" and to accept an Psi ch~pter of Alpha Chi Rho was
offer of a pastorate of a Methodist held at the Heublein after the initiaEpiscopal Church. Upon assumption tion ceremonies which were held
of such pastoral charge Mr. Burr earlier in the evening at the frawould be privileged to marry, baptize, ternity house. Stanley H. Crossland,
and bury his parishioners.
'21, Dickinson College, was toastEducated in the Baltic schools, Mr. master, and speeches were made by
Burr was graduated from Trinity Col- Dr. Dwight Tracey, Hartford, Mellege last June with a degree of B. A. ville Shulthiess, George Hardman,
He is studying for his master's degree president of the local chapter, and
at Trinity and contemplates attend- Lynde May, who made the reing the Garrett School of Theology, sponse for the initiates.
The new
graduate school at Northwestern Uni- . members are Graham C. Newberry,
versity, Evanston, Ill. While an un- Point Pleasant, N. J., Herbert Wildergraduate at Trinity, M'r. Burr was kinson, Seymour, and WUbert Bjorkprominent in athletic and extra-cur- lund, all of the second-year class at
ricular activities.
Trinity; Lynde May, '29; and Gerald
He won his 'varsity letter at foot- T. Reuter, '32.
ball, basketball and baseball; was
athletic editor of "The Tripod" and of
"The Ivy", and was a member of the
F.rench Club, the Latin Club and the
Delta Chi chapter of Sigma Nu fraLITERARY COLUMN.
ternity. At present, in addition to
(Continued from page 2)
carrying on his studies, he is assist- were ·looking with unanimity away
ing Coach Ray Oosting in coaching from us and towards the game.
It
the basketball squad at Trinity.
gave me the queer feeling I get when
I come on characters like Humanity
or Everyman in the old religious allegorical plays. The whole soul of
the crowd seemed to have flown to
TRINITY BASKETBALL TEAM
some far-off spot from which it had
GETS UNDER WAY.
not yet returned, and all eyes were
(Continued from page 1.)
turned in silent expectation towards
The first 'varsity game will be the horizon over which it had passed
played with the Alumni on December on its outward journey. With all its
15. Last year the 'varsity defeated thousands, the Bow, was lifeless, dethe Alumni quite soundly because of void of spirit. In these faces, aligned
the fact that the older players had and ranked like countless juries, I
never played together. However last read the possibilities and impossibiliyear's Alumni game was · played near ties of democracy, of such depressing
the end of the season when the 'var- numbers acting. together with intellisity team was in strong shape. This gence. That they could act together
year, with a "green" team, and its I was seeing. Here were thousands
being the initial game of the season, and thousands of distinct white .faces,
it is likely that the battle will be endless rank upon rank of them, al!
turned like mechanical toys in one diclose.
rection, but towards what? I suddenly realized the environmental fitness of those: strange pictures of the
Futurists, of modern skyscraper arWHITE AND REGNIER TO HEAl chitecture with its crushing disregard
POLITICAL SCIENCE CLUB.
for details, its concern with straight
. (Continued from page 1.)
lines, huge cubes, and ponderous shadtory Departments will plan to attend, ow-masses. In imagination I saw a
as th'e meetings cannot fail to be nerveless hand reach out and thro>v
mutually enjoyable and instructive. over a thin switch-handle and multiNotices will be posted before each tudes of heads of mechr.nical men at
meeting.
exact distances from each other swung
sideways, each pivoting on its own
iron spine.
The sun shone coldly but I shivered
for more reasons than one. The punCOLLEGE BODY MEETING.
gent reek of whiskey called me back
(Continued from page 1.)
to what was right around me. Here
In closing, Dr. Swan urgently re- each face, each body was different.
quested that the students have their Old grads were seeking the fountain
sick slips turned in promptly when of youth in pocket-flasks. In front
they are ill.
of me an angular-jawed girl could not
Under college business, a petition keep her hands off her man who
was approved on behalf of those who seemed impatient of her continued
are taking German I. The petition smiles, each one of which was an inrequested the faculty to investigate vitation to an unwanted kiss. I gaththe manner in which the course was ered that they were husband and wife.
being conducted and to make a re- A few rows down to the right a cheradjustment of some kind.
ub-cheeked
man
with
studious
glasses, a natural simper and a demure mustache, rose suddenly and
bawled off-key, "Another little job
for the undertaker, In the local shemFRATERNITIES HOLD
etery, They're diggin' a gran new braINITIATION CEREMONIES.
ave-a bran new gra-ave." He fin(Continued from page 1.)
ished it off with a private cheer and
Sigma Nu Banquet.
gracefully toppled over, touching off
The annual banquet of the Delta numerous kindred souls who began to
Chi chapter of Sigma Nu was held at wail a derisively melancholy lament
the University Club, following the for poor ol' Yale.
initiation ceremonies which were held
Behind us a clear, -elderly woat the fraternity house on Vernon man's voice asked, "Charles, don't you
Street. Dudley H. Burr, Trinity, '28, think that pass was grounded?"
was toastmaster and addresses were Through thick blankets of haziness
made by Andrew C. Brown, eminent came a wandering, inarticulate mutcommander of the Delta Chi chapter, ter, evidently generated by the queswho welcomed the new men, and by tion.
Francis Murray, one of the initiates,
Down below again a conspicuous
who gave the response. Other speak- girl with stage presence and a com-

Alumni Note

plexion of enameled faultlessness was
smoking her cigarette with practiced
skill. She smiled frequently to the
world at large, showing two hungrylooking ranks of impeccable teeth. Between her black eyelashes, each hair
of which had its distinct place like
the rays of an artificial sunburst, her
large, globular eyes, black pupils frozen in ponds of
skim-milk blue,
roamed showily and at will, but always as if conscious of being watched.
Meanwhile her escort, following the
game closely, was trying to look like
a Harvard grad.
So, right near us, every face, every
motion was different. But over there
in the afternoon sunlight, all faces,
all motions were alike. I hav~ notice<!
the same phenomenon in trees. When
the wind blows, the whole tree bows
before it, but if you look at individual
leaves, you will see that each one
flutters differently, none seeming to
move in accordance with the breeze's
blowing. In singleness each man is
undescribable. His actions are unpredictable. But man in the mass is
statistics and may be depended upon
like the motions of the stars.
The crowd in silence is truly soulless. But when the five cheerleaders
run out on the green grass down a~
the base of the Bowl and set in motion the machinery of mass expression, the timbre of the answedng
voices, systematized yet stirring, is
vibrant with overtones of courage and
gallantry and willing surrender of
self to n0mething larger. Only when
you ask '"l'o what?" do you begin to
wonder. But whatever the answer,
you must admit to yomself that there
is a rave~wu~:: joy in it.
After the game, we stayed a while
in our seats to watch the goal-posts
torn down. The sun was already lost
beneath the rim of the Bowl and all
along the bank of Harvard seats, red
flares were being lit as if Harvard
had been prepared to win. Some of
the flares remained motionless, some
flitted erratically about the field, but
all were luminvus aud beautiful iu tlw
gathering dark. Across the field the
Yale side was drab and deserted. I
was shivering like a leaf and my feet
were numb from the cold concrete.
We joined the throng through the
lighted t~nnels and reached the outside just in time to see an upright and
a cross-bar of one of the goal-posts
come sliding down over the edge of
the stadium on many big fur coats.
Then we went home to learn the particulars of play from those who had
listened in on the game.
-A. PERLSTEIN, '29.

••
Now turning to something of a more
ribald nature, dedicated to the muse
of Tragedy, let us say, we find
"Tangled Trails," or "Nellie of the
Plains" by an anonymous writer a
worthy subject.
This writer glibly
maintains that he is a student of
this austere institution.

••
TANGLED TRAILS, OR NELLIE OF
THE PLAINS.
Chapter 1-The Burning of Rome.
Once upon a time, as' all good stories start, once upon a time there was
a tall, lean, silvery-haired, foxlike, individual who was known as a "man
about town." He had a lovely daughter. She, of course, was a "girl about
town."
Don't get this wrong. She
didn't walk the streets. She always
stayed on one corner. To her the
clang of the patrol wagon was sweet
music, as long as it was not after her.
The raucous whine of the fire sirel\S
was to her shell-pink ears a poem of
celestial melody.
· Her family life was just one long
song. Her mother was a bootlegger,
but her name was not Nan Her
father was an orphan, ~ellow.
She also had a brother. At least we
can be kind to her, but he was only a
heroin inhaler and did a small bit of
high-jacking in his inspired moments.
Chapters 2 and 3-Seniores Priorf's.
Now enters into that peaceful little
family idyl, so successfully presented
in the previous chapter (Scandinavian Rights Reserved), that fickl•!
miss, Dame Fortune. The angels were
(Continued on page 4.)

UNITED STATES CIVIL SERVICE
EXAMINATION.
The United States Civil Service
Commission announces the following
open competitive examination:
Junior Chemist.
Applications for junior chemist
must be on file with the Civil Service
Commission at Washington, D. C., not
later than February 5.
The examination is to fill vacan
cies in the Federal classified service
throughout the United States, includ
ing the Departmental Service at
Washington, D. C.
The entrance salary in the District
of Columbia is $2,000 a year. After
the probational period required by the
civil service act and rules, advance
ment in pay depends upon individua
efficiency, increased usefulness and the
occurrence of vacancies in higher
positions. For appointment outside
of Washington, D. C., the salary wil
be approximately the same.
The optional subjects are advanced
inorganic chemistry, analytical chem
istry, organic chemistry, and physica
chemistry.
Competitors will be rated on gen
era!
chemistry
and
elementary
physics, and the optional subject
selected.
Full information may be obtained
from the United States Civil Service
Commission, Washington, D. C., or
from the Secretary of the United
States Civil Service Board of Exam
iners at the post office or custom
house in any city.

Princeton on the Map
Princeton, N. J. (by New Student
Service)-Millions who are denied the
privilege of dying for dear old Siwash
nevertheless have .come to know our
colleges as intimately as if they had
attended one.
Thanks to Holly
wood's many films of "college life,
the plain people now recognize a ta
tooed slicker when they see it and are
able to tell you with some assurance
that a college is a place where men
wear battered
headpieces, where
room's are decorated with "Keep off
the Grass" signs and where football
games invariably end with fifty-yard
dashes and last-minute scores for the
home eleven.
The latest of these educational
films is called "'Varsity" and some
interesting stories are told about it.
It has been the custom to make these
films at the hospitable University of
Southern California but lately the
tendency has been to vary the seen
ery. "'Varsity" was to have been
taken at Yale but the authorities de
murred. Princeton was found will
ing, so the story was fitted out with
Princeton names.
Only "The Tiger," Princeton's com
ic magazine, failed to see the joke.
The issue of that magazine for last
June criticized the administration for
turning the campus into a temporary
Hollywood. Several telegrams were
secured from alumni. Mr. Struthers
Burt, '04, called Yale's refusal a
"distinct victory for New Haven."
"If we are going in for such things,"
complained Mr. Burt, "why not start
nationwide advertising campaigns
with such slogans as "Princeton, The
Friendly University," or, "You don't
know what education is until you've
been to Princeton."
Now that "'Varsity" has been re
leased, the exhibitors are afraid to
show it at Princeton. Perhaps mindful of the reception "Btown of Harvard" received on the banks of the
Charles, the local theater owner has
canceled his order for the film. Some
of the students have seen the picture
in New York and their reports are
not of such a nature as to cause a
theater owner to expose his property
to the possible wrath of a student
body.

The Glee Club is in need of several
more second tenors. Mr. Laubin
would like to have all the students
who can sing with this section of the
club report at the next rehearsal.
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Ithey dropped, they crossed one anoth-

LITERARY COLUMN
(Continued from page 3.)
lonely and so they .toek away Sonny
Boy. One day whiie chasing a blind
pig, suddenly gone berserk, her brother fell. into a man-hoi<! and wa~
drowned.
Her .latn«r <lied in the
Orphans' Home.
Her mother, in a
weak moment, drank some of her
wares.
So here was left our heroine, pure
little Pandora, all alone except for her
big, bluff, brave, broad, boisterous
Bertram, the smooth stranger from
God knows where-which J.s not Frog
Hollow, but the West. It was bitter
cold that night and Bertram, after
draining the cows so that they would
not freeze up, went to call on Pandora. Our little lass was bemoaning
her woes by tossing off· a few r, •ic.k
ones at the local beer garden.
Chapter 54-40 or Fight.
When he beheld his lady in all the
full-blown flower of glorious beauty,
his eyes dropped to the floor. When

LYRIC
BARBER SHOP
878 BROAD STREET
'NEAR PARK
DON'T FORGET
YOUR NEAREST AND MOST
UP-TO-DATE TAILOR AND

CLEANER
Suits Pressed . . . . . . . . . . . . . .40
Overcoats Pressed . . . . . . . . .50
Hats Cleaned and Blocked . . .65

ALL WORK GUARANTEED

1{. NISHANIAN
211 ZION ST., COR. ARNOLD

DRINI{ .MILl{
That is
PERFECTLY PASTEURIZED.
Try It - You'll Like It!

The Bryant &
Chapman Company
330 Woodland St.; Phone 2-0264.
Quality, Courtesy, Service.

CAMPUS
BARBER
SHOP
Under New Management.
GEORGE PAPPAS, Proprietor.
289 New Britain Avenue, Hartford.
Opposite Trinity College.

BOYS! If your SHOES need
Repairing, stop in at the
SHOEMAKER SHOP,
104 7 Broad St.; Tel. 6~2861.
COLLEGE STATIONERY

The Trinity Stationery Co.
253 Asylum Street
Near Ann Street

We carry a Full Line of College
Supplies

OH BOYS
Don't forget to call on

The Professional Building
Barber Shop.
Hartford, Conn.

THE CASE, LOCKWOOD
AND BRAINARD CO.
PRINTERS, BOOKBINDERS
AND PAPER RULERS
85 Trumbull Street
Harl ford, Conn.

THE VALET SHOP

Tailors, Cleaners and Dyers
of the Better Kind.
SPECIAL RATES FOR PRESSING
CLOTHES.
Work Called For and Delhoered.
35.~

Wash,ngion, cor. Vernon SL
Telephone 6-1763:

·

er and as he picked them up off the
floor and replaced them, he did not
notice this fox-pass. Slipping up to
her on a pair of spurs and murmuring
sweet nothings in her low-hanging
lobes, he tried to kiss her but his
cock-eyes
spoiled his aim and he
missed. All he stopped was a clout
on the jaw.
"Be yourself, you big bum," she
hissed.
"Palooka Mia," he chortled, ".fly
,vith me."
Snarling in his very face, she
sneered, "We will flip."
They flipped, she lost! But where
to now? Out into the purple hills
where men, of course, are men and
women are-(see Ed.) Where you
are hardened by winter winds and
tanned by summer suns and Old
Mother West Wind-But that is
another ancedote. Yes, they must go!
Her mother had only left her four
quarts.
Chapter LX-Pardon the Glove.
As Nero quaintly remarked, "Osculation needs conflagration,"-that
night they had a fire in the hills. It
was snowing, snowing like Hell.
Bang, bang, bang, came the snowflakes on the frozen ground. Huddled
together in a pile of warm snow, they
warbled old Siberian love songs. Then
peace reigned. This is a short chapter, but what the Hell, boys and girls.
Chapter 21-0ne Arabian Night.
The above mentioned rain brought
the thaw. The soft Chinook rustled
gently through the tall pines but nearer ever nearer cante the hoofbeats of
Bat Masterson and his posse. Nary
a rustler had gotten away with that
stuff for twenty years and the intrepid sheriff was not going to suffer
this blot on his stainless record (Victor 10-inch). But anyway a passing
wolf observed them in their cosy retreat. When he saw them so snugly
seated he grew angry and guzzled a
Wlestern and a Chocolate milk, that
he had stolen from that notorious
Riding Hood wench.
Suddenly an
idea struck him. It was only a glancing blow and he recovered nicely and
shot two beautiful rights to the jaw
and crossed with his left to the heart.
Bertram awoke and went to wash
his face in the warm ashes.
The
Loup-garou sidled over and lay down
beside Pando·r a. "Move over," he
said teasingly.
"Be yourself, you big bum," was
the tart rejoinder.
Chapter House-Giants, 1; Yanks 0.
As our old Roman boy-friend, Nero,
was wont to
remark, "One m]lst
squash a few tomatoes to make catsup." Pandora awoke. Standing up
and stretching, she removed her curl
papers and squeezed seven snowballs
down her back for her
morning
shower. The wolf, being a wolf, did
not grasp the real significance of
this.
"My, you have a lot of hair," she
said, as he shaved.
"So's your old man," snapped our
forest friend.
This acid retort cut our pure Pandora to the marrow. Her father had
not been too
smooth. Quick as
thought she flashed back, "I wish I
were a man." This flash was picked
up by the United States Government
station and heliographed about the
country to the great consternation of
all concerned.
The wolf, however, who had gathered a little knowledge from a passing camel caravan, en route to Mecca, replied, "That's what they said."
Immediately the house fell. Bertram
rushed in and engaged the wolf in
mortal combat. But the wolf had
been eating Hershey bars (on sale at
Union, adv.), and soon grew tired. He
fell into a deep sleep. But here is
where the diabolical cleverness
of
Bertram proved itself. He had disguished a trap as a deep sleep and
the wolf fell into it and broke his
neck.
He stiffened-but Pandora
lived. Consider the lilies of the fields
-also the sparrows of the streets.
Chapter 0-For Your Throat's
Protection.
Hand in hand they went down· the
broad highway on a cake of ice. But
there was not a broad in sight and
Bertram was growing restless.
The
sun was setting and they were close

together. Pandora was the closer of and perhaps somewhat technical to Washington students.
the two.
"hose who are unacquainted with oil
Which means that 25 per cent. of
"Aren't you glad we're alone?" she production.
the student body has some means of
queried huskily.
K. KONIG. locomotion other than their feet or a
"That depends:" he replied as he
street car to depend upon.
bit off one of her ears. And the setWho said that faculty members
ting sun bathed them in its golden
were too poor to afford cars? Of
light and, after carefully drying them,
the 2000 cars driven by members of
tucked them away for the night.
the University, 224 are owned by in·
-ANONYMOUS.
structors, comprising approximately
Dean-"Did you read the letter one-half of the teaching force.
sent you?"
-U. of Wash. Daily.
**
The Shipped Soph-"Yes'm. I read
••
After that little bed-time story, if it inside and outside. On the inside
The Michigan football coach has
you're not too wide-awake, try this it said, 'You are requested to leave requested men to refrain from mak·
remedy. Read Victor Cox Pedersen, college', and on the outside it said, ing dates for football games with
Trinity, 1891, on "The Woman a Man 'Return in five days', so here I am." women students because he felt that
Marries", or if you must have fiction,
-Old Maid. such dates cut down the volume in
don't fail to read "Tropical Fruit", by
the cheering section.
*
*
Alfred Harding, Trinity, 1916. The
First Bandsman-"Blow that note!"
On the other hand Boston Univer·
following are hints concerning these
Second Ditto-"Are you trying to sity reports that because many of the
works:
'
intimidate me?"
po<>il'er students felt the price of foot·
"The 'Voman a Man Marries."
ball games to be above their financial
*
*
This book is really a primer in
Freshmen Choose Hazing.
reach, and since "the other fellow"
that it tells the novice a few of the
Antioch College Sophomores re- would take their girls if they did not
more salient tfacts about /life, t\)3 cently set a precedent when they put ~ttend, all home games this fall will
biological processes in reproduction, it up to the Freshmen to decide if be free to them and their companions.
social needs in the community and there would be any hazing this year.
-U. of Penn. Pennsylvania.
possible J>eforms. Since experimenta. The Freshmen voted overwhelmingly
**
tion has been one of Mt:. Pedersen's in favor of it.-Haverford News.
Now that the season on raccoon
chief interests as a physician, most
*•
coats is open, we have a tip on the
Freshmen of South College enjoyed procedure to follow in order to obtain
of which pertains to woman, it is unnecessary to state that much of the an unlimited free telephone service one.
information has already been obtained from their booth Saturday and SunGo to the north woods. Prepare
day through the courtesy of the Bell Christmas dinner. Invite
by the average college student.
all the
Like most writers of physiological Telephone Company.
raccoons in north woods. Secure a
When the telephone was installed member of the Miami Chamber of
subjects, M.r. Pedersen is a bit technical. However, clarity is quite domi- the slot leading to the coin return Commerce to make an after-dinner
nant in a large measure. He does not box was left open. 1:'he frosh, being speech. Coons will Tealize that they
take the psychological 11tand as wide-awake students, were quick to are wasting their time in the woods.
Havelock Ellis is wont to-he dis- take advantage of this peculiar condi- Will decide to go to Florida. Will
cusses sex from a definite biological tion, and so, many fond parents and borrow' money and leave skins as
side. Mr. Ellis seems to think that sweethearts received unexpected calls security, as they won't need them in
Among the Florida anyway.
something must take place in th~ from their loved ones.
Coons will go
lives of young people who be- towns called were Lewisburg, Lewis- broke in Florida.
Won't be able to
cause of economical and educational town, Wilkes-Barre and Pittsburgh, redeem skins. Use some of the skins
reason cannot marry until they are all in Pennsylvania. Among the out- for your coon coat. Sell others at
thi.rty or older. Mr. Ellis concedes of-state calls were New York City, big profit. Make big money and get
that sex cannot be thwarted by chop- Charleston, S. C., Dover, N. J., and coon coat also.
Angeles,
Cal.-(Lafayette).
ping wood or talking about it or by Los
-Carnegie Puppet.
doing things which some psycholo
*
*
What we'd like to know is this-do
gists might suggest. Mr. Pedersen, on
According to a Paris newspr-hthe other hand, fails to recognize this the movie title-writers crib the wise- the French only average three b
need, but also ·nsists that a man cracks from the college boys' ears a ye~ . The Turks are still wor
should marry at twenty-two and ad- that drift through Hollywood or do ing what the extra two baths are
mits that often he cannot.
Mr. the college boys patronize the movies
-U. of Nevada Sagebrush.
Pedersen speaks of perverts who un. a lot?-Motor Land.
.* *
Landlady-;"! require a week'a
consciously tend toward talking about
From collegiate flivver to Cadillac, board in advance."
the opposite sex, and yet he offers no
Student--"Don't worry about me.
remedy. Perhaps this has no place one out of every four has one.
An estimate by Campus Justice R. When I left the last place the lady
in his discussion. However, should
we accept Mr. Ellis's views, we should W. Jones shows that there are 1776 wept."
Landlady-"Then I'll have to rebe no better . equipped to carry on. automobiles owned or in the process
Also Pedersen preaches a strict of being paid for by University of quire three weeks in advance."
morality while Ellis holds that this is
I
not essential. But regardless, neither
writer makes anything of the sudden
change from single to married life
which cannot but have a remarkable
effeCt on the life ·of the persons concerned.

INTERCOLLEGIATE NEWS

••

I

••
"Tropical Fruit", by Alfred Harding. Duffield & Company, Publishers.
This charming picture of Cuban life
is perhaps more of an autobiography
than a novel. This is one reason for
the interest which it creates. The
glaring sun, the quiet blue seas, glistening tanks, dirty pipes from which
oil oozes out in stringy black lines,
all give one a decided feeling that
the WJ>iter lived this novel.
Morse Harrison, the young American who drinks too much and falls
too easily for the charms of wily
women, begins his sojourn in Cuba
happily deluded by the great boss of
t he concern who makes him think that
here is a fine job. He begins by making mistakes, but, unfortunately, these
mistakes are serious, since his lack of
tact has made the natives hostile to
his company. At Santiago, he falls
into nets made for him by woman
companions, and for a time he loses
our admiration. We have in a vivid
description of an old ship which made
a voyage during a storm, sort of a
prophecy of the later fate of the
Vestris!
Perhaps the most charming touches
of the novel were those which come as
a result of Morse's returning home,
which happens to be in Hartford,
Conn. This comes close to Trinity
Alumni when they return, who feel,
with the hero, the pangs of hypocrisy,
the void which cannot be filled. · ·
The story is interesting, it is well
written, is not exceptional in the plot,

Intelligence Test ._,
Instructor- "Life Insurance ? "

The Oass

(ttr one man, without Mrittttion)-

"John Hancock"
Instructor (beamittg 'IVith jo-y)''Class dismissed. Your I.

0,.

Q.

is 130."
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